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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not
as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."

II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and
will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
ISIS Updates
Play: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/world/2014/08/01/pkg-gorani-isis-status-iraqsyria.cnn.html
Play: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/bestoftv/2014/08/10/pkg-watson-iraq-yazidis-at-mtshingal.cnn.html
Play: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/world/2014/08/08/erin-hancocks-who-are-theyazidis.cnn.html
Crucified & Beheaded by the Islamic Caliphate monsters: Iraq descends into apocalypse as
Islamic State fanatics butcher all non-believers
‘He told us that either we become Muslims or they would kill us all,’ said Falah, mayor of the village
made up mainly of members of the ancient Yazidi sect. ‘We offered money but they would not accept
it.’
The deadline the people of Kosho have to meet is midday today. Since the residents refuse to betray
their faith, it is feared an entire village of about 2,500 innocent people might be slaughtered in cold
blood.
Psa 37:14: The wicked have drawn out the sword, and have bent their bow, to cast down the
poor and needy, and to slay such as be of upright conversation.
‘If we did not have families, we would try to escape,’ the stoical Falah told me yesterday. ‘But
we have lots of women here and many children, along with all the old men and women of the
village. How could we leave them?’
This is thought to be the first time these blood-drenched fanatics – who delight in boasting of their
barbarism and posting sickening murder videos on social media – have threatened to wipe out an
entire village.
Even by their own chilling standards, re-drawing the Middle East map with a rampage of rape,
beheadings and revolting crucifixions, this marks a new low.
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2720876/Crucified-Caliphate-monsters-Iraqdescends-apocalypse-Islamic-State-fanatics-seize-towns-tell-terrified-Yazidi-Become-Muslims-noontoday-kill-you.html#ixzz3A1AzAzRt
Iraqi Children Thrown From Mountaintop to Keep Them From Islamic State Terrorists
Can you imagine being trapped on top of a mountain, dying slowly of thirst, and knowing the only
thing that awaits upon descent is certain death or capture?
This is exactly what is reportedly happening atop Mount
Sinjar in Iraq.
Loveday Morris reports for the Washington Post:
Stranded on a barren mountaintop, thousands of minority
Iraqis are faced with a bleak choice: descend and risk
slaughter at the hands of the encircled Sunni extremists
or sit tight and risk dying of thirst.
Humanitarian agencies said Tuesday that between
10,000 and 40,000 civilians remain trapped on Mount
Sinjar since being driven out of surrounding villages and
the town of Sinjar two days earlier. But the mountain that
had looked like a refuge is becoming a graveyard for their
children.

Unable to dig deep into the rocky mountainside, displaced families said they have buried young and
elderly victims of the harsh conditions in shallow graves, their bodies covered with stones. Iraqi
government planes attempted to airdrop bottled water to the mountain on Monday night but reached
few of those marooned.
The dire situation has caused some families to make a seemingly incomprehensible decision. Forced
with the bleak realization of their children dying of thirst or possibly being captured by Islamic
State (formerly known as ISIS) militants, parents are making the unthinkable decision to throw their
own children from the top of the mountain to end their suffering and bring about a quicker, and
possibly more humane, death. Why would parents make that choice? We can not assume what is
going through their minds, but here is a recent <<< example of one of many possible reasons. One
Islamic State animal recently announced his coming marriage to a seven-year-old child in Syria.
One would question whether the situation in Iraq is much different. Islam's prophet married Aisha at
the age of six. Few things are more abundantly
attested in Islamic law than the permissibility of
child marriage. Islamic tradition records that
Muhammad’s favorite wife, Aisha, was six when
Muhammad wedded her and nine when he
consummated the marriage:
“The Prophet wrote the (marriage contract) with
Aisha while she was six years old and
consummated his marriage with her while she
was nine years old and she remained with him
for nine years (i.e. till his death)” (Bukhari
7.62.88). (Source: Robert Spencer)
Girls as young as 9 years old are eligible to be
married “if the signs of puberty are visible,” said
the Chairman of the Council on Islamic Ideology.
“ISIS militant announces his marriage to terrified
7-year old in occupied city in Syria,” The Muslim
Issue, August 3, 2014
<<Psa 34:21: Evil shall slay the wicked: and
they that hate the righteous shall be desolate.
Psa 139:19: Surely thou wilt slay the wicked, O God: depart from me therefore, ye bloody men.
Isa 11:4: But with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek
of the earth: and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his
lips shall he slay the wicked.
A kafir (unbeliever in Islam or infidel) has no human value in Islam. They can be exploited for
their skills, for sex, for slavery, for anything – or just be killed off. Muslims believe they have
great rewards in heaven for killing kafirs.
The photo was published on twitter by a Muslim user (@Fadel_alHadidi) who professes to be an ISIS
militant marrying a 7-year old kafir in occupied minority district of either Mosul or Syria (source and
image is unconfirmed). When a forced conversion takes place, the victim is first be forced to
recite the Quran to make the pedo-marriage halal according to Sharia law.
Imagine if you were in the shoes of this poor little girl! Who can protect her? There is no one
to protect her. On the contrary Qatar and Saudi Arabia has been feeding this beast for ages.
Turkey and Kuwait has joined in Caliphate support while mosques all across the West collect
donations for this monster to grow and expand.
Obama, UK and EU being their ally, is funding the spread of terror to corner small children like
her to become rape victims to terrorists who have no lower age limit to their Islamic
pedophilia. Your tax monies & gas purchases are being used for this evil. The West must BAN

all trade, weapons sales, travels, visas, investment to and from Muslim countries to end this
barbarism.
Read more at http://freedomoutpost.com/2014/08/iraqi-children-thrown-from-mountaintop-to-keepthem-from-islamic-state-terrorists/#r9XSTLkwbWXvgXaY.99
Update 8/10/14: (CNN) -- The U.S. military carried out a new series of airstrikes Sunday against
ISIS targets in Iraq, while some 20,000 Yazidi Iraqis who had been trapped on Mount Sinjar
were rescued and taken to the Syrian-Iraqi border.
ISIS jihadists are systematically beheading Christian children in Iraq
SHOCKING BEYOND WORDS! The Details Will Absolutely Sicken You! ISIS Beheads Christian
Children En Masse CHRISTIAN GENOCIDE HOLOCAUST! (Video) The World MUST Know
About THIS!
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9JuMZ8spFQ
“Christianity in Mosul is dead, and a Christian holocaust
is in our midst,” said Mark Arabo, a Californian
businessman and Chaldean-American leader. In an
interview with CNN’s Jonathan Mann, he called what’s
happening in Iraq a “Christian genocide” and said
“children are being beheaded, mothers are being raped
and killed, and fathers are being hung.”
Psa 37:32: The wicked watcheth the righteous, and
seeketh to slay him. ++
CNS News “Right now, three thousand Christians are in
Iraq fleeing to neighboring cities,” he told Mann. Arabo is
calling on the international community to follow France’s
lead and offer the Christians of Iraq asylum.
“They are systematically beheading children,” Arabo
repeated slowly. “And mothers and fathers. The world
hasn’t seen an evil like this for generations.” “There’s
actually a park in Mosul where they actually beheaded
children and put their heads on a stick… this is crimes
against humanity. They are doing the most horrendous,
the most heart-breaking crimes that you can think of.”
Mann asked about the ISIS letter sent to Christians in
Mosul, demanding that they either convert to Islam, pay
a fine or be put to “death by the sword.” “It’s very clear
they are killing people, but are Christians managing to
escape by paying a fine?” he asked.
Deu 33:11: Bless, LORD, his substance, and accept the work
of his hands: smite through the loins of them that rise against
him, and of them that hate him, that they rise not again.
Arabo reports that after Christians pay the fine, the fighters
take the Christian wives and children “and make them their
wives – so it’s really convert, or die.” This is a tweet picture
that reportedly shows Yazidi children who escaped the
fighters by fleeing to the mountains, but have died from lack
of food and water there:
Ezidi Kurdish children are dying of thirst and hunger on Sinjar
mountains.
“They are absolutely killing every Christian they see,” Arabo

said of ISIS. “This is absolutely a genocide in every sense of the word. They want everyone to
convert, and they want sharia law to be the law of the land.”
Comment: This is why there are verses like this in the Bible:
And he said unto them, Thus saith the LORD God of Israel, Put every man his sword by
Exo
his side, and go in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay every man
32:27
his brother, and every man his companion, and every man his neighbour.
And afterward, saith the LORD, I will deliver Zedekiah king of Judah, and his servants,
and the people, and such as are left in this city…into the hand of Nebuchadrezzar king
Jer
of Babylon, and into the hand of their enemies, and into the hand of those that seek
21:7
their life: and he shall smite them with the edge of the sword; he shall not spare them,
neither have pity, nor have mercy.
Muslim Mob Abducts Christian Nurse From Her Home and Gang Rapes Her Over And Over
Again
This is the jihad that Obama aided and abetted in ushering in. This is Obama’s Libya — after his
surrender in Benghazi.
The abduction of this young Filipino Christian took place only a few days after a Filipino construction
worker was beheaded, amid allegations that he was killed for not being a Muslim.
But the UN seeks to prosecute Israelis for “war crimes” for defending themselves against this
Satanic force seeking to destroy humanity.
Every rational and freedom-loving man cannot fathom why the world is submitting to such savagery.
August 6, 2014--A Filipino Christian nurse in Tripoli, Libya was abducted by Muslims from her home
and gang raped by up to six Muslim men. According to one report:
The woman was seized outside her residence on Wednesday and taken to an unknown location,
where she was sexually abused by up to six men, the Philippines’ Foreign Affairs spokesman Charles
Jose told reporters.
She was released about two hours later and taken to hospital for treatment.
The incident took place only a few days after a Filipino construction worker was beheaded, amid
allegations he was killed for not being a Muslim.
Following the latest incident, the Filipino government called for the evacuation of its 13,000 citizens in
Libya, which has been rocked by violence in the last few months.
Yearning for Hellfire Young Demon Possessed Muslim Men Flock to Join ISIS to Better Serve
Their Lord and Master: Satan
U.S. spy agencies have begun to see groups of fighters abandoning al-Qaeda affiliates in
Yemen and Africa to join the rival Islamist organization that has seized territory in Iraq and Syria
and been targeted in American airstrikes, U.S. officials said.
The movements are seen by U.S. counterterrorism analysts as a worrisome indication of the
expanding appeal of a group known as the Islamic State that has overwhelmed military forces in the
region and now sees itself in direct conflict with the United States.
One headline reads: 'A message from ISIS to the US' : Islamist militants tweet gruesome images
of dead American soldiers and vow to blow up embassies as terrorist convoy is wiped out in
SECOND round of airstrikes
“Small groups from a number of al-Qaeda affiliates have defected to ISIS,” as the group is also
known, said a U.S. official with access to classified intelligence assessments. “And this problem will
probably become more acute as ISIS continues to rack up victories.” Analysts and U.S. officials
estimate ISIS has as many as 10,000 fighters in Iraq and Syria, including those who were freed from
prisons by ISIS and Sunni loyalists who have joined the fight as the group advanced.
But that number likely doesn't include these latest recruits, mostly young men between the ages of 16
and 25 who are primarily poor, unemployed and lack an education, the two Iraqi senior defense
officials told CNN.

++ Ebola Outbreak 2014: W.H.O. on Emergency Declaration
Published on Aug 8, 2014--Dr. Margaret Chan, the director general of the World Health
Organization, said the current outbreak of the Ebola virus in West Africa is a public health
emergency of international concern.
Play: http://youtu.be/2tl2J6cxzlw
CDC Director Tom Frieden: Ebola Spread to US is “Inevitable”
Mike Adams reports: The spread of Ebola to the USA is "inevitable," said the head of the US Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention on Thursday. Tom Frieden made the statement in a House
Subcommittee hearing…
Ken Isaacs, vice president of program and government relations at the Christian aid group
Samaritan's Purse, warned "the world is woefully ill-equipped to handle the spread of Ebola," reports
Yahoo News. (1)
"It is clear that the disease is uncontained and it is out of control in West Africa," he told the
hearing. "The international response to the disease has been a failure."
"If you read the Ministry of Health status reports coming out every day from Liberia, I don't mean to be
dramatic, but it has an atmosphere of 'Apocalypse Now' in it," said Isaacs, as reported by
Breitbart.com. (5)
The spread of Ebola to the U.S. will likely happen due to international air travel, CDC head
Frieden warned. Today's Ebola outbreak is the largest ever recorded in history. Is the CDC
perhaps preparing America for an announcement that Ebola is now being found in U.S.
patients?
"The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has issued its highest alert activation over the Ebola
outbreak," reports CBS News. (4) "CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden announced on Twitter Wednesday
that their operations center has moved to a Level 1 response."
Read more at Natural News…
Read more at http://freedomoutpost.com/2014/08/cdc-director-tom-frieden-ebola-spread-to-us-isinevitable/#upYPVEJ4y5U1k7oU.99
HEALTH AUTHORITIES CONCEALING NUMBER FROM PUBLIC...
During a segment concerning the admission of a potential Ebola victim at Mount Sinai
Hospital in New York City, CNN’s Dr. Sanjay Gupta revealed that there have been at least six
cases at the hospital which prompted doctors to test for Ebola but that the details were not
divulged publicly.
Gupta also appeared to suggest that patients being tested for the Ebola virus were not being
kept in isolation when he stated, “This isn’t the kind of thing that they worry about spreading
to other patients in the hospital, spreading to people who are walking around the hospital.
This is not an airborne virus.”
Whereas the Public Health Agency of Canada’s official website states that “airborne spread
among humans is strongly suspected...”
& the CDC has urged airline staff to take steps to prevent the airborne spread of the virus,
including giving suspected Ebola victims surgical masks as well as directing staff to “not use
compressed air, which might spread infectious material through the air.”
PLAY: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k38ttMBU0UE
Ebola Outbreak Can Lead to Gun Confiscations, Martial Law
Gun confiscations and martial law are both plausible government responses to an Ebola
outbreak in America considering recent policies by the Obama administration and the fact that
the military has been preparing for domestic deployment for the past several years.

Back in 2009, CNN reported that U.S. Northern Command (Northcom) wanted to “establish regional
teams of military personnel to assist civilian authorities” in the event of a severe outbreak in America.
“The plan calls for military task forces to work in conjunction with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency,” wrote CNN correspondent Barbara Starr. “There is no final decision on
how the military effort would be manned, but one source said it would likely include personnel
from all branches of the military.”
A few months prior, Air Force General Victor Renuart said Northcom would provide “assistance
in support of civil authorities” during an epidemic, adding “when requested and approved by
the Secretary of Defense or directed by the President, federal military forces will contribute to
federal support.”
Since then, the federal government created a new domestic command structure in which,
during a government-declared emergency, the military police would work under FEMA and the
Department of Homeland Security for domestic operations with the National Guard.
This command structure was leaked by a former MP, who secretly recorded a military briefing last
September in which an army commander briefed him and other MPs on their domestic duties with
FEMA during martial law, including escorting federal officials as they confiscate firearms from
Americans. Watch this at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LavSGvONNxc
But to make things even worse, top military brass have been giving litmus tests to officers, from
generals down to sergeants, asking them if they will disarm or even fire on U.S. citizens, according to
retired U.S. Navy SEAL Benjamin Smith.
“Going back to the beginning of this administration, I’ve had friends within the community
talking about how they were brought in and questioned with people from more towards the
top side,” Smith told Infowars. “The questioning resulted in … do you feel comfortable
disarming American citizens?”
This likely explains the removal of at least 197 military officers by the White House in the past five
years.
Comment: And this report just broke this week: Army to force 550 majors to leave service...
About 550 Army majors, including some serving in Afghanistan, will soon be told they have to leave
the service by next spring as part of a budget-driven downsizing of the service.
The decision to cut Army majors comes on the heels of a move to slash nearly 1,200 captains from
the ranks…
And in power grabs directly pertaining to the current Ebola crisis, last week President Obama
granted himself the power to apprehend and detain Americans who merely show signs of
“respiratory illness” and the Center for Disease Control is even ready to quarantine
Americans who are not sick at all.
What Will You Do If They Make It Mandatory For All Americans To Take An Ebola Vaccine?
By Michael Snyder, on August 4th, 2014--As the Ebola death toll rises and as images of bodies
being abandoned in the streets of Liberia are broadcast around the globe, there has been a
growing outcry for the scientific community to “do something” about this deadly virus. And
as “luck” would have it, there is an “experimental Ebola vaccine” that is ready to be tested on
humans next month. If Ebola starts to spread outside of Africa, and especially if it starts
spreading inside the United States, people will be absolutely clamoring to get this vaccine.
And there will certainly be millions of people “in the know” that do not want to take this
vaccine under any circumstances. So if the outbreak gets bad enough, will it be made
mandatory at some point? If they do make it mandatory for all Americans to take an Ebola
vaccine, what will you do?
Up until now, there has never been a vaccine for Ebola. But as Dr. Anthony Fauci of the
National Instutites of Health recently told “CBS This Morning”, that could soon change…
They say that if this vaccine is approved, it could potentially be available to the public at some
point in 2015.

If a full-blown Ebola epidemic is raging by that time, the demand will be overwhelming. But
many people will not be satisfied to just get the vaccine themselves. They will want everyone
living around them in their communities to get vaccinated as well for the sake of “herd
immunity”. They will argue that those that refuse to get the Ebola vaccine are endangering
public health.
So could politicians make the Ebola vaccine mandatory for all Americans at some point?
According to a paper by Jared P. Cole and Kathleen S. Swendiman, many states already have
laws that allow for mandatory vaccinations “during a public health emergency”…
Many states also have laws providing for mandatory vaccinations during a public health
emergency or outbreak of a communicable disease. Generally, the power to order such
actions rests with the governor of the state or with a state health officer. For example, a
governor may have the power to supplement the state’s existing compulsory vaccination
programs and institute additional programs in the event of a civil defense emergency period.
Or, a state health officer may, upon declaration of a public health emergency, order an
individual to be vaccinated “for communicable diseases that have significant morbidity or
mortality and present a severe danger to public health.” In addition, exemptions may be
provided for medical reasons or where objections are based on religion or conscience.
However, if a person refuses to be vaccinated, he or she may be force quarantined during the
public health emergency. State statutes may also provide additional authority to permit
specified groups of persons to be trained to administer vaccines during an emergency in the
event insufficient health care professionals are available for vaccine administration.
But what about on the national level?
Well, it has never been done before, but that doesn’t mean that the Obama administration
would not try. Barack Obama seems to believe that the power of the presidency is virtually
endless, and we have already seen him sign a series of very frightening executive orders. In
fact, as I noted the other day, Obama just signed an executive order that gives him the power to
apprehend and detain Americans that show symptoms of “diseases that are associated with fever
and signs and symptoms of pneumonia or other respiratory illness, are capable of being transmitted
from person to person, and that either are causing, or have the potential to cause, a pandemic, or,
upon infection, are highly likely to cause mortality or serious morbidity if not properly controlled.”
It wouldn’t seem like it would be too much more of a stretch for him to sign an executive order
requiring the vaccination of all Americans in the event of a major Ebola outbreak. And if we
were in the middle of a full-blown pandemic where millions of Americans were dying, a large
chunk of the uneducated, sheeple people, population would definitely support such a move.
In addition to the Ebola vaccine that is being developed, it also conveniently turns out that
there are several experimental Ebola drugs in the works as well. For example, it is being
reported that the two American health workers that contracted Ebola while working in Africa
have had their lives saved by one of these experimental drugs…
Two American missionary workers infected with the deadly Ebola virus were given an
experimental drug (called ZMapp) that seems to have saved their lives.
Needless to say, the company that makes this experimental drug (Mapp Biopharmaceutical
Inc.) stands to make a giant pile of money by the time this crisis is over.
And another drug company called Tekmira Pharmaceuticals is also getting a lot of attention
right now. According to CNN, shares of Tekmira Pharmaceuticals soared 40 percent last week
alone…From last week I reported: TEKMIRA Pharmaceuticals, a company working on an antiEbola drug, just received a $1.5 million cash infusion from none other than Monsanto. Click
here to read the press release, which states "Tekmira Pharmaceuticals Corporation is a
biopharmaceutical company focused on advancing novel RNAi therapeutics and providing its leading
lipid nanoparticle (LNP) delivery technology to pharmaceutical partners." & the U.S. Department of
Defense already has a $140 million contract awarded to Tekmira for its Ebola treatment drugs.

If Ebola does indeed turn out to be a horrific global health crisis, there will be opportunities for certain
companies to make billions upon billions of dollars.
And if Ebola does start spreading rapidly in this country, there will be millions of Americans
that are begging for whatever “solutions” the drug companies come up with.
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/what-will-you-do-if-they-make-it-mandatory-for-allamericans-to-take-an-ebola-vaccine
Why does the CDC own a patent on Ebola 'invention?' --From patent description on EboBun
virus, we know that the U.S. government: 1) Extracts Ebola viruses from patients 2) Claims to
have 'invented' that virus 3) Files for monopoly patent protection on the virus
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control owns a patent on a particular strain of Ebola known as
"EboBun." It's patent No. CA2741523A1 and it was awarded in 2010. Patent applicants are
clearly described on the patent as including: The Government Of The United States Of America As
Represented By The Secretary, Department Of Health & Human Services, Center For Disease
Control...The patent summary says, "The invention provides the isolated human Ebola (hEbola)
viruses denoted as Bundibugyo (EboBun) deposited with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention ("CDC"; Atlanta, Georgia, United States of America) on November 26, 2007 and accorded
an accession number 200706291."
CDC Hosting Ebola ‘Health Law’ Webinar to Instruct On Legal Powers of Health Officials
During An Ebola Outbreak
With the main experimental Ebola drug creator recently caught JOKING about ‘culling the
population’ the news unfolding on the Ebola front in America and around the world is not
pleasant as shared in the videos below.
Exposed! 'Experimental' Ebola Drug Creator Caught Joking About 'Culling' 25% of Population!
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kogtA1pysO8
Scientist Working on Gov't Ebola Drug Joked About Culling Population with GMO Virus
Play: http://youtu.be/fsD7l9xENRQ
From PreventEbola.com.:
The Centers for Disease Control will be hosting a Webinar for Health Officials next week, to go
over the legal powers and duties health department personnel have if an Ebola outbreak
occurs in the US. This is where they instruct health officials on the legal power to ORDER
QUARANTINES, forcibly relocate the general public if they decide to and forcibly deal with
people who refuse such things as vaccines. Why does this give us a very creepy feeling?
For anyone who is interested, the link below is to the Model Public Health Emergency Law
written by the Centers for Disease Control and sent to all 50 states for enactment into law at
the state level. This went to the states around the year 2001 and to date, about 44 or the 50
states have enacted all or part of this plan — and it is very disturbing!
This document mentions the word “Quarantine” 75 times.
This document mentions “force” 19 times (though it often does so in the context of “enforce”)
This document mentions the word “Evacuate” 3 times, and does so in the context of
“evacuate populations.”
They basically give themselves power to do anything they want, to anyone they want, anytime
they want, — all in the name of public safety — and if anyone refuses, they give themselves
the right to use force.
Here’s the link. http://www.jhsph.edu/research/centers-and-institutes/center-for-law-and-thepublics-health/model_laws/MSEHPA.pdf
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2014/08/uh-oh-this-gives-us-a-creepy-feeling-cdc-hosting-ebolahealth-law-webinar-to-instruct-on-legal-powers-of-health-officials-during-an-ebola-outbreak2545552.html

Psa 64:1 [[A Psalm of David.]] Hear my voice, O God, in my prayer: preserve my life from fear
of the enemy.
Psa 64:2 Hide me from the secret counsel of the wicked; from the insurrection of the workers
of iniquity:
See: Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment on Wickedness – A Christians ‘Door of
Hope’
What You Need to Do to Survive Ebola BEFORE the Panic Starts
Wednesday, August 6, 2014 19:10
The Ebola virus is spreading and no one in any position of authority is releasing information to the
public about how serious of a contagion this is.
It was just a few weeks ago that the CDC and mainstream media claimed it wouldn’t make it to
U.S. shores, but as of this morning, reports are flowing in from all over the country from
hospitals that have admitted patients who recently traveled to Africa and are showing possible
symptoms of the deadly virus.
In Nigeria, where there have only been a couple of deaths
reported officially, the medical community has formally requested
help in the form of experimental serums from the United States,
suggesting things are much worse there than are being reported.
Moreover, the World Health Organization reports an explosion in
confirmed cases over the last 48 hours.
An analysis of confirmed cases from Joshua Krause at The Daily
Sheeple suggests that, while the virus almost died out back in
April, it is now back with a vengeance and growing at a
seemingly exponential rate.
What’s most bizarre and frustrating about all of this is that
neither the U.S. government or the Centers for Disease
Control have provided any actionable information or advice
to the American public. They maintain that they have the
facilities to stop any such outbreak and continue to tout the
narrative that there is nothing to fear, because they have it all under control.
Should even one single case pop up in a random U.S. city, that narrative will fall apart instantly. If
someone in Georgia, Ohio, New York or any other state checked themselves into a hospital and are
found to be infected with Ebola it will prove without a shadow of a doubt that all CDC containment
efforts have failed.
In such an instance where Ebola is found to be in the “wild” anywhere in the continental United States
you can be certain that panic will follow.
Take a look at the following photo. It was taken last week in Toledo about an hour after the city
announced that their water supply had been contaminated with toxins:
Notice how every drop of water has been removed
from the shelves.
Imagine for a moment what grocery store shelves,
pharmacies and hardware supply stores are going to
look like within 12 hours of an Ebola infection or
outbreak being announced on U.S. soil.
Things will happen fast.
Being naturally skeptical of our government’s
abilities to mitigate such a virus, especially given
the lack of any actual information from the CDC or
government, we must assume that Ebola will eventually start popping up in the United States.

When it does, the CDC and Homeland Security will likely announce a number of precautions that we
need to take. Those precautions are going to include supply lists and strategies.
Guess what 300 million Americans are going to do all at once when those supply lists and
recommendation are announced? (Look no further than the DHS Fukushima radiation announcement
and how it affected the supply and price of potassium iodide)
Here’s the bottom line: If you don’t have your supplies before emergency announcements hit the
airwaves, then plan on going without.
If you want to take action ahead of millions of panicked Americans, then we urge you to follow the
recommendations below.
Emergency services professional Tess Pennington, author of The Prepper’s
Blueprint, explains that the government will have specific protocols to follow on local, state
and federal levels, and they’ll include widespread shutdowns:
Understanding that our lives will change drastically if the population is faced with a pandemic and
being prepared for this can help you make better choices toward the well being of your family. Some
changes could be:
-Challenges or shut downs of business commerce
-Breakdown of our basic infrastructure: communications, mass transportation, supply chains
-Payroll service interruptions
-Staffing shortages in hospitals and medical clinics
-Interruptions in public facilities – Schools, workplaces may close, and public gatherings such as
sporting events or worship services may close temporarily.
-Government mandated voluntary or involuntary home quarantine.
Essentially, once this happens the whole system could potentially go into lock-down.
The Organic Prepper and author of The Pantry Primer says that in this environment that you
must take the No One Goes Out, No One Comes In approach in order to be absolutely certain
no one in your household is exposed.
I know this sounds harsh, but there are to be no exceptions. If you make exceptions, you might as
well go wrestle with runny-nosed strangers at the local Wal-Mart and then come home and hug your
children, because it’s the same thing.
Once you have gone into lockdown mode, that means that the supplies you have on hand are
the supplies you have to see you through. You can’t run out to the store and get something
you’ve forgotten.
That means if a family member shows up, they have to go into quarantine for at least 4 weeks, during
which time they are not allowed access to the home or family, nor are they allowed to go out in public.
Set up an area on your property that is far from your home for them to hang out for their month of
quarantine. If at the end of the month they are presenting no symptoms, then they can come in.
It sadly means that you may be forced to turn someone away if they are ill, because to help them
means to risk your family.
Now is the time to plan with your preparedness group how you intend to handle the situation.
Will you shelter together, in the same location, and reserve a secondary location to retreat to if
the situation worsens further or if someone becomes ill? Will you shelter separately because
of the nature of the emergency? Decide together on what event and proximity will trigger you to go
into lockdown mode. Make your plan and stick to it, regardless of pressure from those who think you
are over-reacting, the school that your children have stopped attending, and any other external
influences. If you’ve decided that there is a great enough risk that you need to go into lockdown, you
must adhere to your plan.
Full Article
Here’s a basic supply list, provided by The Organic Prepper, of items you’ll need to weather a
pandemic emergency:
 Drinking water (1 gallon per person per day)
 Food (including items that don’t require fuel for preparation)




Heavy duty garbage bags
Sanitation supplies such as toilet paper, paper towels, baby wipes, and feminine
hygiene supplies)
 Entertainment – you’ll want to be able to keep children and restless family members
busy so get craft supplies, books, games, and puzzles
 Basic medical supplies (here’s a list)
 Pandemic kits that contain protective clothing (we have a QuakeKare Deluxe Pandemic
Flu Kit for each family member) Also see: http://www.approvedgasmasks.com/
 Extra N95 masks (3M 1860 Health Care N95 Particulate Respirator and Surgical Mask,
Small Adult, 20/Bx)
 Nitrile gloves (Dynarex Black Nitrile Exam Gloves, Heavy-Duty, Powder Free, Large,
Box/100)
 Safety goggles with an elastic band to ensure a snug fit (Pyramex V2G Safety Eyewear,
Clear Anti-Fog Lens With Black Strap/Temples)
 Antibacterial cleaners such as disposable wipes, bleach, and spray cleaners
 Antibacterial hand sanitizer (Purell Pump Bottle, Original, 8 Ounce (Pack of 12))
Those items should help with prevention, especially if you take the advice of locking down and
staying home.
However, we must assume that some of us, for whatever reason, will still have to make our way out
into public. And with that assumption, we must also expect the absolute worst case scenario – an
infection or suspected infection within in our own ranks.
If you must venture outside then take a look at what medical personnel are sporting in highly
contagious environments:
If you’re forced to exit your home, you’re going to
want to be fully protected, and that includes
covering your hands, eyes, nose, and mouth.
In addition to the N-95 respirator masks
mentioned above, you may also consider
upgrading to the more expensive N-100
respirators.
Or, go with a full facemask. Insofar as your
preparedness efforts are concerned, you may also
be able to kill two birds with one stone here and
go with a full face mask that includes NBC
(Nuclear, Biological, Chemical) protection like the
US-made NATO SGE 400/3 Military Gas Mask. If going with such a mask, be sure to
include some NBC filters.
For protection inside of your home, Tess Pennington of Ready Nutrition recommends building a sick
room that can be used to isolate suspected infections or even to be used as a quarantine/observation
area for friends and family who may be coming to your home as part of your group lockdown plan.
Building a sick room may include supplies like:
 Heavy Duty Plastic Sheeting to go over doors, windows or other potential airborne entry
points (4 millimeter home coverall)
 Duct tape
 Portable toilet if one is not attached directly to the sick room (Luggable Loo)
 Disposable trash and toilet bags *Note: Waste must be disposed of properly because it
may be contaminated*
 Click here for a complete list of items for a well stocked sick room
The takeaway here is this: You cannot depend on the government to give you accurate information
until it is too late. Moreover, emergency services personnel will be overwhelmed and you will have
only yourself and those in your lockdown group to depend on.

Plan on no outside help.
That means you need to have food, water, and other supplies on hand. Additionally, if we have
a widespread emergency that brings down the commerce system you may need to head out to
barter and trade with others for necessary supplies that may have been overlooked. In such an
instance you may also want to have some precious metals on hand for trade. The Silver.com price for
silver today is about $20. It may be a good time to stock up on some emergency ‘cash’ like silver
eagles or pre-1965 US quarters and half-dollars which contain 90% silver. These trade instruments
are recognizable and may come in handy.
Prepare now, because as we have seen with disasters past, waiting to do so until after the
announcements are made will be too late.
Source: http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/what-you-need-to-do-to-survive-ebola-before-thepanic-starts_08062014
Original Message ----From: Scott Johnson
To: Invive Silver
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of
it for the benefit of you and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make decisions in all health matters, you must
educate yourself. The views and nutritional advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for conventional medicine. If you
have a severe medical condition, see a competent physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease; my goal is to help you to make physical and nutritional
changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself.

"UPDATED '2014' EBOLA PROTOCOL"
Update From Invive Silver: (Comment: I recommend you print this whole section below)
The 10,000 PPM is MANDATORY, meaning the correct protocol in a life and death situation
where death is “IMMINENT” within 72 hours. If you do not think you will die in 72 hours, then
take the 5,000 PPM. Some Ebola patients die in 48 hours and some die in 21 days. If you are
already bleeding from orifice, then the Ebola has advanced and you MUST use the 10,000
PPM.
Tell your people: Ebola Can kill within 48 hours to 21 days,
So I myself have 3 bottles of 10,000 PPM with me wherever I am/travel.
That is barely enough, meaning the minimum to attack the Ebola if it has advanced into your
system.
So they should have at least 3 bottles of 10,000 stockpiled in advance.
-----------------------------------------EBOLA
(Note 5000ppm is mentioned here but in an advanced case 10,000ppm should be used-see
above for more clarification)
Invive 5000ppm Mild Silver Protein ++ When combating an advancing presentation of Ebola
within the subject individual, it is “MANDATORY” to maintain a “STEADY STATE” of Silver in
your bloodstream every 4 hours = 6 times per day for adults of 120 lbs and up, (but reduced
for children via percentage of their bodyweight in relation to 120 lbs.).
"UPDATED '2014' PROTOCOL"
1) If you have been (or suspect you have been) exposed to Ebola take this dosage:
*** 5,000 ppm 5 cc/1tsp. 6 times a day or every 4 hours.
2) If you are starting to display symptoms take this dosage:
*** 10,000 ppm 5 cc/1tsp. 6 times a day or every 4 hours.
3) If you are in full blown Ebola symptoms going to terminal take this dosage:
*** 10,000 ppm 5cc/1 tsp of 10,000 every hour.
Go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/
Note: Selenium has been found to be almost totally depleted from the soils where Ebola is
prevalent in Africa and has been found to be very helpful in the prevention of Ebola. I
recommend: Selenium - 90 tablets

Is Selenium Deficiency Behind Ebola, AIDS and Other Deadly ...
Ebola and other deadly viruses, including the human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1), might be
stimulated by deficiencies in the mineral selenium.
Zaire-where the Ebola and HIV-1 viruses first appeared-may be a viral "hot zone" because of low
selenium levels in the soil and widespread selenium deficiencies among people living off that land.
Too strange to be true? To the contrary, a similar connection has been established in China, where a
common virus mutates into a dangerous form when it infects people deficient in selenium.
Selenium, an essential mineral, functions as an antioxidant and a component of another antioxidant,
glutathione peroxidase. Deficiencies of either substance impair the body's immune system and ability
to fight infections. But if recent research is any indication, the role of selenium in disease prevention
may be much more profound than previously imagined.
"It is certainly intriguing that a number of viruses have emerged from these regions in Africa, which
appear to be selenium deficient," said E. Will Taylor, Ph.D., a viral researcher at the University of
Georgia, Athens.
Selenium - prevents retroviruses HIV, Cocksackie, Ebola ...
Low Selenium levels lead to weakened antioxidant defenses, reduced immune surveillance,
higher viral replication rates and thus conditions favoring viral mutation. It is also known that
Selenium prevents a number of Retroviruses like HIV, Cocksackie, Ebola, Marburg and Flu
viruses from replicating in the host cells.
It interferes with the reverse transcription of the viral RNA to viral DNA thus preventing virus
replication.
Research shows it prevents the progression of HIV to AIDS. Professor Luc Montagnier of the
Pasteur Institute (one of the discoverers of HIV) states that “Selenium was currently the most
realistic hope for those infected with HIV in the world’s impoverished nations, of the slowing
of the progression of HIV to AIDS…”
North American Herb and Spice-Super Strength Oreganol P73 To Order Go to: www.p73.com or call 800-243-5242 http://www.p-73.com/pdf/avian2.pdf
Dr. Johnson's Presentation Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history. The Truth About Electrically Produced Liquid
Silver & Silver Generators--Learn the Difference Between Ionic Silver and True, Colloidal Silver
Invive Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's and
Infections: www.dr-johnson.com
----------------------------Avian Bird Flu: What to Expect and How to Prepare (Full Version)
----------------------------Avian Flu - Killer of Millions by Dr. Johnson--full file mp4 - click to download
----------------------------**NEW** Dr. Johnson’s Preparedness, Survival, Pandemic Teachings
From: concernedchristian
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: ***Beforeitsnews.com Editors Pick Story now says DO NOT buy Colloidal Silver for
Ebola...says it does not work...buy this instead...???!!!
Greetings Brother Scott, Before its news.com" Editors Pick" story says DO NOT buy Colloidal Silver it
does not work...buy this instead...I think now that both....the articles were posted there, the one about
the 10 ppm that you exposed and now this is an Editor's Pick story that says not to buy Collodial
Silver....either the Editor is completely uniformed or intentionally evil and deceitful and I wonder if they
had heard about your dedicated Ebola podcast. Thank you for that by the way. I learned a great
deal. It was a blessing.

----------------------------------------------Dr. J: From this report you referenced, his statement: “Do NOT rely on colloidal silver. It does
not get past saliva/stomach.” Is actually true if you are talking about electrically made ionic
silver which is what 95+% of the market is flooded with, but the Invive Silver is true particulate
colloidal silver that does not combine with the chlorides in the stomach or blood stream and remains
viable (see the below). Regarding this homemade liposomal synthetic GMO ascorbic acid suggestion
I would not touch it. See below for the difference between real vitamin C and their synthetic garbage
he is advocating. God bless!
1. When electric current passes through the silver rods in water, some silver atoms interface with
the water and release an electron changing the atom into an ion. Whereas true
particulate/colloidal silver is not water soluble, silver ions are water soluble, so the silver
ions simply dissolve in the water producing an ionic silver solution. This is the electrolysis
process. Typically 90% of the silver leaving the anode/silver rods stays in the ionic form
while about 10% forms into particles. This ionic solution is very unstable because the
solution of silver ions is missing an electron in the outer shell and therefore will readily combine
with other elements in the bloodstream or the stomach that have a useful half life
of approximately 7 seconds before it becomes inert and useless.
2. Also because "ionic silver" is so unstable it has a short shelf life before it will start to precipitate
out of solution and fall to the bottom of the container. That is why some unscrupulous
manufacturers actually tell you to shake your bottle, because they do not want you to return
your ionic silver bottle to them to refund it.
3. Some widely available "ionic silvers" actually have NO actual silver particles in them at all.
The way the "ionic" silver producers fool you, is that ionic solutions "do" have effectiveness
"TOPICALLY" when they are used on the surface of the dermis (skin), and work topically because
they cannot not combine with the chloride elements in the blood.
What happens when ionic silver is ingested as opposed to true colloidal/particulate silver?
What the ionic silver producers "don't” tell you is that:
Upon sublingual (held under the tongue) absorption ionic silver will combine with the chloride
molecules in the blood stream within 7 seconds and quickly be converted into silver chloride which is
an inferior, inert, insoluble form of silver. This happens because ionic silver is missing an
electron in the outer shell, causing it to immediately combine with the chlorides in the blood
rendering the "ionic silver" useless and inert. Whereas true colloidal/particulate silver will be
unaffected by the chlorides in the blood stream allowing colloidal/particulate silver to circulate
freely to eradicate anything of a viral, bacterial or fungal origin.
Upon ingestion, the ionic silver will immediately come into contact with the hydrochloric acid (HCl)
that normally exists in the stomach to digest food. Once again the chloride ions from the hydrochloric
acid immediately combine with the silver ions to form silver chloride, an insoluble, inert, inferior silver
compound. Since hydrochloric acid does not dissolve metallic/particulate silver (AKA true
colloidal silver), remain unaffected by the stomach acid. The remaining silver particles will
pass easily through the lining of the gastro-intestinal tract and will be absorbed into the
bloodstream where they will circulate and come in contact with pathogens which will be killed
on contact. The silver chloride (formed as a byproduct of the ionic silver) that precipitates in the
stomach consists of large molecules that flocculate to become even larger particles of inert, insoluble
silver chloride.
---------------------------------------------Dr. J. Comment: To totally reply on their synthetic, GMO, ascorbic acid homemade concoction
(highlighted in the original report at http://jimstonefreelance.com/ebola.html) to battle is Ebola,
is pretty risky considering I have never seen anything that would corroborate this. I will check
into this statement: “Here is what Ebola does that is fatal: It causes the complete removal of all
vitamin C from the body. No one actually knows what mechanism is involved in doing this...
All the researchers know is that vitamin C drops to zero and all the symptoms of Ebola are

consistent with a complete loss of vitamin C.
How do I know this? A doctor who has remained anonymous and has worked with Ebola
victims has discovered this and sent it to this web site, at last check this cannot be googled
which confirms this doctor did not just copy paste, SO POST IT EVERYWHERE; GET THIS
OUT THERE, THE TREATMENT FOR EBOLA WHICH WILL PREVENT DEATH IS KNOWN AND
THIS IS AN EMERGENCY REQUEST FOR MY READERS TO SPREAD THIS INFO AND STOP
THIS EBOLA ATTACK IN ITS TRACKS.”
…but again we supposedly have one anonymous doctor who said this, with no way to verify. I
always advocate a whole food vitamin C and was one of the products I mentioned in my last
study regarding Ebola but to just totally rely on that one product would be very risky
considering how aggressive Ebola is.
Common Ingredients Derived from GMO Risk Crops
Amino Acids, Aspartame, Ascorbic Acid, Sodium Ascorbate, Vitamin C, Citric Acid, Sodium Citrate,
Ethanol, Flavorings (“natural” and “artificial”), High-Fructose Corn Syrup, Hydrolyzed Vegetable
Protein, Lactic Acid, Maltodextrins, Molasses, Monosodium Glutamate, Soy Bean Lecithin, Sucrose,
Textured Vegetable Protein (TVP), Xanthan Gum, Vitamins, Yeast Products.
1. The typical orange has about 5 mg. of Ascorbic Acid (which is commonly referred to as
vitamin C). Whereas some “authorities” today advocate taking as much as 20,000 mg of
Ascorbic Acid a day ongoing. How can this discrepancy be reconciled? Nowhere in the
history of mankind has anyone ever consumed these kinds of concentrated, isolated,
synthetic nutrients; not to mention in the sheer quantities that are being advocated.
2. Cancer cells have numerous receptor sites for synthetic vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid), making the
vitamin C act as a growth tonic for cancer cells. Professor Brain Scott Peskin
Vitamin C Complex
Another danger inherent to crystalline-pure, megavitamin usage is the consumption of ascorbic acid-the so-called vitamin C that is recklessly (but usually unknowingly) prescribed by the "pseudonutritional pharmacologists" who have little, if any, realistic training in this most important field.
Ascorbic acid is not vitamin C! Ascorbic acid is a fraction of the biologically utilizable Vitamin C
complex. Most all ascorbic acid sold is synthetically produced from corn sugar and even
though it is synthetically manufactured, it is called "natural" and "organic" because corn is
found in nature. Technically, anything with a carbon atom can be called "organic." The terms natural
and organic are totally meaningless. This article alerts the general public to the fact that as little as
1,500 milligrams of ASCORBIC ACID, taken daily, depletes blood copper, leading to serious health
problems. You jeopardize your important "fight or flight" (stress) response by depletion of copper. Just
500 mg. of ascorbic acid with 3 meals can do just that. The late Dr. Albert Szent Giorgi in America
officially discovered Vitamin C in 1937. Dr. Giorgi, who received the Nobel Prize for his vitamin C
work, stated that with just isolated ascorbic acid, he had not found the active anti-scurvy factor of the
C-complex. "Ascorbic" means "anti-scurvy." The symptoms of clinical scurvy include swollen joints,
muscular aches, bone pain, edema, weakness, fatigue, anemia, loose teeth, hyperkeratosis, impaired
wound healing. Behavioral changes may include apathy, depression, and emotional disturbances,
weakening of the walls of blood vessels such as swollen and bleeding gums, ocular hemorrhages,
bruising, and varicosities of small blood vessels which are seen under the tongue. Sub clinical vitamin
C deficiency may exist in a large segment of the population, and can lead to impaired health and
increased susceptibility to other diseases. With isolated ascorbic acid (from Hungarian red pepper),
he could not stop the capillary hemorrhaging, so characteristic of scurvy. So he went back to
the laboratory and discovered vitamin P, the rutin factor of the C-complex, which exists more
in buckwheat (grain and leaf) than in citrus.

Vitamin C is a very misunderstood vitamin. The
government is responsible for this because they have
decided that you rate any vitamin C product according to
the amount of ascorbic acid it contains. Ascorbic acid is
an antioxidant. It is the preservative part of the C
complex. To refine out or to synthesize the preservative
is a mistake. The real vitamin C complex contains the
P factors, which maintain vascular integrity. These
are deficient in people who bruise easily or who
have "pink toothbrush." Comment--This is how this
could help Ebola: Their blood vessels break too
easily and bleed. The P factors strengthen the
vascular system. They make the vessels tougher
and more durable. Vitamin K is another part of the C
complex. It promotes prothrombin. That means it
helps in coagulation (blood clotting). Bleeders do
not have enough vitamin K. Another factor in the C
complex is J. The J factor is the part of the C
complex which increases the oxygen carrying capacity of the blood. If you have a cold, you
want to get oxygen to your tissues where it oxidizes the toxins and carries them off as carbon
dioxide and water.*
In addition to these, the C complex contains enzymes, the outstanding one being tyrosinase. That's
organic copper, an adrenal activator, If you want to rate vitamin C according to one thing, it would be
logical to rate the tyrosinase. All of these factors are important for the reasons mentioned, In addition
to all these factors; the vitamin C complex also contains ascorbic acid. But to say that ascorbic acid is
vitamin C is like looking at a steering wheel and calling it an automobile, while it is just a small part of
an automobile.*
The body doesn't want ascorbic acid; it wants the C-complex being preserved by ascorbic acid.
Once in the body, the body sheds the ascorbic acid, the preservative wrapper, the way you shed the
peel of an orange; takes the rest of the C-complex and places it as the lance of the lymphocyte; and
kills bacteria with it. A lymphocyte unarmed with C complex will fail in its function, it will be impotent, it
won't be able to destroy infectious organisms. Lymphocyte potency is dependent on copper, the core
trace mineral of the tyrosinase enzyme.
The reason one gets any relief from taking ascorbic acid is that ascorbic acid lowers the pH to the acid
side of the pH scale. It acidifies the body, creating an unfavorable medium of growth for pathogenic
bacteria. Acting in this way, ascorbic acid is not producing a "vitamin effect" but rather an "acidifying
effect." Most infectious pathogenic bacteria thrive in an alkaline pH.
The following bacteria, all well-known enemies of modern science's war on bacterial infection,
grew optimally on alkaline media of pH 7.4 and above: staphylococcus (staph infection),
streptococcus (strep throat), pneumococcus (pneumonia), h. influenza (the flu), meningococcus
(meningitis), corymbacterium diptheria (diptheria), clostridium tetani (tetanus), and others.
Excess quantities of so-called vitamin C can reduce the pH of the urine to as low as 4.0, and
cause the precipitation of large quantities of urates, increasing incidence of kidney stones. It
appears that excessive doses of ascorbic acid interfere with purine metabolism, increasing the
risk of gout. There is some evidence that high doses of ascorbic acid reduce fertility in some women.
Large doses of ascorbic acid and synthetic vitamin E are undesirable as they may reduce availability of
vitamin A. Ascorbic acid increases intestinal peristalsis and may produce diarrhea. This laxative action,
along with its acidifying effect, may be the only benefit ascorbic acid has against a cold. High doses of
so-called vitamin C, as popularly used in home remedies for the common cold, destroy substantial
amounts of vitamin B12. Ascorbic acid in quantities in excess of a half a gram will destroy 50%
to 95% of B12 content in food. Megadoses of phony vitamin C may produce B12 deficiency by

destroying the cobalamins during transport through the digestive tract, and possibly also in the
tissues. No further discussion should be needed to establish the lack of wisdom leading to taking or
prescribing ascorbic acid.
Apple cider vinegar is 5% malic acid, a natural colorless crystalline acid normally found in the
body. It can be taken with water during meals, and is much less expensive than ascorbic acid
and does a better job in lower doses at acidifying the body, without causing rebound
deficiencies as ascorbic acid does. Ascorbic acid has long been recognized as a contributing
factor in tyrosine (copper) depletion.
In the book New Dynamics Of Preventive Medicine, 1974, Nobel Prize Winner Dr. Linus Pauling is
quoted as saying: "What is called rosehips vitamin C is the same pure crystalline ascorbic acid with
a pinch of rose hips powder added. It is almost impossible to buy ascorbic acid from a natural
source." He continues, "The rose hip and ascorbic acid is from the same barrel at Hoffman-LaRoche,
as the others, but with a pinch of rose hip powder." That's straight from the most renowned Vitamin C
researcher known.
Comment: The original report which claims the GMO ascorbic acid coated with GMO Soy Bean
Lecithin reads: By coating the ascorbic acid with lecithin using a cheap ultrasonic jewelry cleaner,
you can increase the absorption into body cells of vitamin C by 500%,
Comment: Sorry I will pass on this wonderful “Ebola Cure” but let’s glean from this source
and combine what we just read to know that true, natural, vitamin C could be a major factor in
fighting off Ebola especially considering Ebola chief action of fatality is casing the blood
vessels to rupture through the body where you bleed out of every orifice. • Vitamin C (full
spectrum source, from plants if possible)
I highly recommend:
Vitamin C-400 - 180 tablets
Gentle and effective*
 400 mg FoodState vitamin C can be taken anytime of day, even on an empty stomach
 Phenolic blend of orange, wild blueberry and cranberry

----------------------------------------------------------------------C Complete Powder 81 G
Unique and gentle powdered Vitamin C formula
 FoodState vitamin C paired with mineral
ascorbates for optimal absorption*
 Great tasting formula that is gentle on the
stomach*
 Phenolic rich food blend high in
antioxidants and bioflavonoids*

